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Abstract
Quotation extraction is a widely useful task both from a sociological and from a Natural Language Processing
perspective. However, very little data is available to study this task in languages other than English. In this paper,
we present FRACAS, a manually annotated corpus of 1,676 newswire texts in French for quotation extraction and
source attribution. We first describe the composition of our corpus and the choices that were made in selecting
the data. We then detail the annotation guidelines, the annotation process and give relevant statistics about our
corpus.We give results for the inter-annotator agreement which is substantially high for such a difficult linguistic
phenomenon. We use this new resource to test the ability of a neural state-of-the-art relation extraction system to
extract quotes and their source and we compare this model to the latest available system for quotation extraction
for the French language, which is rule-based. Experiments using our dataset on the state-of-the-art system show
very promising results considering the difficulty of the task at hand.

Keywords: attribution,relation extraction,corpus

1. Introduction

Automatic quotation extraction and source attri-
bution, namely finding the source speaker of a
quote in a text, is a widely useful, however over-
looked, task: it has many applications, both on
a Social Science perspective (for example, for
fact-checking, detection of fake news or tracking
the propagation of quotes throughout news me-
dia) and on a Natural Language Processing per-
spective (it can be tackled as a text classification
task or a relation extraction task, as well as entail
coreference resolution). It is however a complex
task, both to define and to solve, and as such has
not been widely researched in NLP. There is lit-
tle available corpus in English (Pareti, 2012; Papay
and Padó, 2020; Vaucher et al., 2021), and none
for French, which is the language we aim to study
here.

In this article, we contribute to the study of quota-
tion extraction and source attribution in two ways:

1. We make available FRACAS, a human-
annotated corpus of 10,965 attribution rela-
tions (quotes attributed to a speaker), anno-
tated over a set of 1676 newswire texts in
French. This corpus contains labelled infor-
mation on quotations in each text, their cue
and their source, as well as the speaker’s gen-
der. Details on how to request the data can be
found in Section 8.

2. We describe a set of experiments using
our corpus with a relation extraction system,
which we compare to our baseline for quota-

tion extraction for French, a rule-based sys-
tem developed in Soumah et al. (2023).

3. We show that training more recent architec-
tures of relation extraction for this task with
our corpus substantially improves the current
results for French quotation extraction.

We begin this paper by discussing different def-
initions of our task, related work and existing cor-
pora in Section 2. In Section 3, we give detailed
information and statistics about FRACAS. We fol-
low by detailing the annotation process in Sec-
tion 4: we describe our annotation guidelines, an-
notation campaign and results for inter-annotator
agreement. We finish with Sections 5 and 6 by de-
scribing experiments and results using our corpus
on two systems, a rule-based system and a state-
of-the art model on relation extraction.

2. Related Work

2.1. Task Definition
Quotation is not a straightforward linguistic phe-
nomenon, and has not been widely studied for
French, although there has been a renewal of inter-
est for its study in recent years. There is thus very
little available corpora to work with, and no consen-
sus on what the task of quotation extraction entails.
The task understood as quotation extraction aims
to detect text spans that correspond to the content
of a quote in a text. This task, although a seem-
ingly straight-forward one, is deceptively simple: a
quote might be announced by a cue, and may or



may not be enclosed between quotation marks –
sometimes, it also contains misleading quotation
marks. Its span can be very long and discontin-
uous, or overlap with a cue element. Quotations
are usually divided into three types: direct (en-
closed in quotation marks), indirect (paraphrase),
and mixed or partially indirect (a combination of
both). We describe these types in detail in Sec-
tion 4. All these types of quotations can be found
indiscriminately within different types of texts, in lit-
erary texts or in news documents, which makes
their automatic identification all the more difficult.

A subsequent challenge to quotation extraction
is the identification of the quoted speaker: this task
is known as source attribution. It involves identify-
ing for each quotation its source entity. The goal is
thus not only one of sequence classification (quo-
tation extraction) but also one of relation extrac-
tion (source attribution) if it also involves identify-
ing the speaker of each quote.

2.2. State of the art
The literature contains many different takes on this
same task, as described in Scheible et al. (2016)
and Vaucher et al. (2021)’s states of the art. There
are different levels of granularity to tackling this
phenomenon. Some works define quotation ex-
traction as a sentence classification task: in Brun-
ner (2013), for example, the aim is to train a classi-
fier to identify if a sentence input contains a quote,
without emphasis on detecting the boundaries of
the quote in itself.

Other works look at the task as one of text
sequence classification: they focus on extracting
quote content as entities from within a text. Some
of these works only consider direct quotes, which
are much easier to detect due to the almost con-
stant presence of quotations marks surrounding
them. Other works adopt a wider definition of
quotations and include indirect and mixed quotes.
Contributions in this line largely adopt a rule-based
approach using patterns to identify quotes, speech
verbs gazetteers and syntactic pattern recogni-
tion (Pouliquen et al., 2007; Salway et al., 2017;
Soumah et al., 2023). It has to be noted that
some works choose to apply neural architectures
to detect quotations: Scheible et al. (2016) use a
pipeline system that first detects cues then quo-
tations and combines a perceptron model and a
semi-Markov model, while Papay and Padó (2019)
use an LSTM-based approach to detect quotation
spans.

More complex approaches consider the task as
a relation extraction task and seek to not only
detect quote entities and cues, but to link these
to their speaker entities. Up until recently, the
state-of-the-art system for quotation extraction for
English was the one developed by Pareti (2015),

which uses a pipeline system: it first extracts cue
entities with a k-NN classifier, then uses a linear-
chain conditional random field (CRF) to extract
quotation spans in the close context of each cue.
The results are then used as an input to a logistic
regression speaker attribution model developed in
O’Keefe et al. (2013).

Our own approach is most similar to works in-
spired by Pareti (2015), in the sense that we con-
sider all types of quotations (direct, indirect and
mixed) and seek to perform both the task of quote
extraction and of source attribution. Papay and
Padó (2019) describe several systems with a simi-
lar goal. These systems are for the most part either
rule-based or neural network-based, are trained
on English data, and predate the development of
BERT-like large language models which are now
widely used to solve a various range of NLP tasks.

As for many complex NLP tasks, only few sys-
tems exist for other languages (Tu et al. (2021)
for German, Salway et al. (2017) for Norwegian,
Sarmento and Nunes (2009) for Portuguese). For
French, existing work is very scarce. Previous
work on automatic quotation extraction for French
date back from more than a decade ago and are
mostly systems based on syntactic rules and lexi-
cons (Pouliquen et al., 2007; Poulard et al., 2008;
De la Clergerie et al., 2009; Sagot et al., 2010).

The scarcity of systems tailored to quotation ex-
traction tasks leads us to consider our target task
from a wider perspective. As stated previously,
quotation extraction can be defined as a relation
extraction task, which has been more widely cov-
ered in the literature. Relation extraction is a diffi-
cult task to solve: Yao et al. (2019) were holding
the state-of-art on document-level relation extrac-
tion with a F1 score of 51.06% before the spread
of the use of Transformers architectures. As it is,
later works based on the use of pretrained large
language models were able to obtain better per-
formances in recent years, as shown in Table 1
for benchmark datasets. These systems do not
necessarily follow the same architecture, but all
make use of pre-trained large language models
like BERT or GPT. Many of these systems do not
adopt previous approaches that follow a two-step
process consisting of first sequence classification
then relation extraction. Tackling both aspects in
a parallel fashion aims at mitigating error propa-
gation. It has to be noted however that even with
recent advances in performances, state-of-the-art
scores for relation extraction remain only moder-
ately high, especially for document-level relation
extraction, which is our target task here.

2.3. Available corpora
Since quotation extraction is not one of the most

explored NLP tasks, very few manually labelled



Dataset F1 Reference

TACRED 76.80 Wang et al. (2022)
CoNLL04 76.65 Cabot and Navigli (2021)
ACE2005 73.00 Ye et al. (2022)
DocRED 67.53 Ma et al. (2023)
REDFM (Fr) 52.50 Cabot et al. (2023)

Table 1: State-of-art results on different relation
extraction datasets (all sentence-level relations ex-
cept for DocRED which is document-level rela-
tions)

corpora are available for training and evaluation.
The PARC3 English corpus (Pareti, 2012) is one

of the early corpora for quote extraction. It comes
as an additional layer to the Penn TreeBank cor-
pus, which is not freely available itself. Since
PARC3, more recent corpora have been released
for English. For instance, PolNeAR v.1.0.0 (Newell
et al., 2018) is composed of articles by 7 U.S.A.
national news outlets covering the U.S.A. General
Election campaigns of 2016. These 1,008 arti-
cles are annotated with source, cue and content
labels. We can also mention the SUMREN bench-
mark (Gangi Reddy et al., 2023) which contains
745 texts from 4 news sources that contain re-
ported speech annotations, but no annotation of
relations. To our knowledge, the largest existing
dataset is Quotebank (Vaucher et al., 2021), a cor-
pus of 178 million articles from the Spinn3r news
corpus containing automatic annotations of quotes.
The annotation was done using Quobert, a BERT-
based model designed by the authors to extract
direct and indirect quotations as well as perform
speaker attribution. To our knowledge, the RiQuA
corpus (Papay and Padó, 2020) is the only freely
available corpus which has been manually anno-
tated for quotation extraction and source attribu-
tion. However, it only focuses on literary texts in
English.

In languages other than English, corpora be-
come scarce. We can mention the RWG corpus
(Brunner, 2013), a collection of German narrative
text from the 1787–1913 period annotated in di-
rect, indirect, free indirect, and reported variants of
speech. Zulaika et al. (2022)’s sentence classifica-
tion corpora for Spanish and Basque are also avail-
able, but do not contain information about speak-
ers, cues and quote boundaries. As for French, we
were not able to find any freely available labelled
corpus on French quotations.

In this article, we describe FRACAS, the first
freely available corpus for quotation extraction and
source attribution for French. The corpus contains
10,965 attribution relations over 1,676 newswire
texts. Labelled entities include direct, indirect and

mixed quotations. Each is linked to entities corre-
sponding to their source speaker and, optionally,
to a cue that introduces the content of the quote.
We chose newswire texts as they are more likely
to contain many examples of quotations, as jour-
nalistic writing is most often based on pieces of
reported speech that the journalist collected dur-
ing their reporting (Nylund, 2003). This corpus
also contains coreference annotations for quota-
tion speakers – namely, when the source speaker
is a pronoun. We detail the contents of the corpus
and the annotation process in the following sec-
tion.

3. Our corpus

To be able to produce an annotated corpus of
French news articles, our first task was to find a
corpus free to use and to redistribute. There are
several French news articles or newswire corpora
available for research, but most of them are very
lightly documented as to their origin. Other better
documented corpora are not free nor available to
redistribute. We chose to use the Reuters Corpora
Reuters-21578, Distribution 1.0, a multilingual cor-
pus of newswires from the British news agency
Reuters. These newswires were published be-
tween 1996, August 20th and 1997, August 19th,
and the corpus was made available in 2005. The
multilingual version contains 487,000 newswires
written in 13 different language by local journal-
ists – it was not produced by automatic translation.
This corpus is freely distributed upon request by
the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST, 2005) of the United States and is originally
used for document classification tasks.

Our goal was to produce around 1,500 anno-
tated documents, each document annotated by
two annotators. 1,500 documents were thus ran-
domly picked from the total 85,710 documents of
the French part of the corpus. We applied on each
drawn document our baseline system for quotation
extraction, a rule-based algorithm by Simon Fraser
University’s Discourse Lab (Soumah et al., 2023)
that we present in more details below, to make
sure that the final corpus was only made of doc-
uments containing at least one quote.

Another batch of documents was later added to
our original corpus, as after the first round of anno-
tation, we observed that the gender ratio between
quotes by men and quotes by women was highly
unbalanced. This was a problem as our end goal
for this task is to use our quote extraction model
to measure gender imbalance in the news. We
chose to pick another 160 files to raise the number
of quotes by women. The final gender ratio is un-
fortunately still far from being balanced, as shown



Partition #docs #tokens Mean #tok.
per doc

train 1,114 436,150 391.51
dev 281 131,202 466.91
test 281 137,083 487.83

TOTAL 1,676 704,435 448.75

Table 2: Number of documents and tokens in the
FRACAS

in Table 4.1 The low presence of quoted women
in the newswires might be explained by the fact
that in the mid-1990s, the presence of women was
even rarer in media than it is today.

The final corpus contains 1,676 documents, di-
vided into train, development and test sets as
shown in Table 2. The splitting process into sets is
detailed in section 5.1.

4. Annotation Process

This section is dedicated to the annotation pro-
cess that lead to FRACAS: we first detail the an-
notation guidelines, which accounts for all entity
and relation labels that can be found in the final
corpus. We describe the manual annotation cam-
paign then give results for inter-annotator agree-
ment, which are fairly satisfying given the complex-
ity of our task.

4.1. Annotation Guidelines
We draw on Pareti (2012)’s work for the annota-
tion guidelines and labels. We consider a quote
as a triplet made of three entities: a quote content,
linked to a speaker by a Quoted in relation, and
linked to a cue by an Indicates relation (this last
entity is optional, but most quotes are introduced
by a cue, very often a verb). We distinguish quote
types and speaker types. Quote types are the fol-
lowing:

• Direct Quotation: a direct quotation reports
the quoted speaker’s exact words. It is the
easiest type to spot as it is usually enclosed
by quotation marks.

1An additional ”Other” gender tag was also available
for entities whose gender did not fall in the Male/Female
binary. This was originally intended for cases of non-
binary Agent speakers, but these were absent from our
corpus, most likely due to the date of the documents.
This label ended being used only 13 times by annota-
tors in the whole corpus, all to tag ambiguous cases of
non-human Agent entities like “un sondage” (“a poll”) or
”les premiers pas de l’enquête” (“the detective’s first find-
ings”). We chose to remove them from this table.

(1) [Nicki]SPEAKER [said]CUE [“Let’s go to
the beach!”]QUOTE .

• Indirect Quotation: an indirect quotation is a
paraphrase of the speaker’s words. It is usu-
ally a rephrasing of these words, and is most
often written in the 3rd person, without quota-
tion marks.

(2) [Rihanna]SPEAKER [asked]CUE [not to
stop the music]QUOTE .

• Mixed Quotation: a mixed quotation is a
paraphrase (indirect quotation) that contains
direct speech elements (words or part of a
sentence), usually enclosed within quotation
marks.

(3) [Britney]SPEAKER [said]CUE that [she
did it “again”]QUOTE .

We divide Speaker labels as following: Agent
(when the speaker is a single person, i.e “Mariah
Carey”), Group of People (i.e “The cast of Drag
Race France”), Organization (i.e “the UNESCO”),
or Source Pronoun (i.e “she”). In that last case,
the pronoun is linked to its referent entity, labelled
with one of the Speaker tags, as in the following ex-
ample.2 Co-reference relations are only indicated
for Speaker pronouns which are related to Quote
entities, and not on all pronouns found in the text.

(4) [Beyoncé]SPEAKER (Agent) warned him!
[She]SPEAKER (Source pronoun) [told]CUE him
[he should have put a ring on it]QUOTE .

Additionally, each speaker is labelled with a
gender tag amongst the following: Male, Female,
Mixed, Other or Unknown. The gender was as-
signed based on linguistic features like gender
agreement and other semantic references that
could be found within the text. Each quote is linked
by a relation to a speaker and a cue, and each
source pronoun is linked to a referent labelled with
one of the above speaker labels. The overall num-
bers of tagged entities for each label is detailed in
Table 3.

4.2. Annotators
We used the software BRAT (Stenetorp et al.,
2012) for this annotation task, as shown in Fig-
ure 1. The original corpus (1,436 newswires) was
annotated by a team of 9 annotators: 7 women,
1 men and 1 non-binary person, all graduate stu-
dents from NLP, Communication Studies or Lin-
guistic degrees recruited through an open call
through the university channels. The annotators

2Note that in this example, the first sentence is not
considered as a quote, even with the presence of the
ambiguous speech verb “warned”.



QUOTES SPEAKER CUE
(as direct source / as coreferent)

Direct Indirect Mixed Agent Organization GoP SP

train 2,698(40) 2,919(43) 1,123(17) 1,881(34) 1,196(91) 1,071(20) 83( 6) 628(11) 38(3) 1,928(35) 6,439
dev 820(40) 835(41) 404(19) 570(40) 312(84) 386(27) 43(11) 158(11) 17(5) 312(22) 1,978
test 919(42) 918(41) 382(17) 628(41) 353(86) 360(24) 36( 9) 191(12) 21(5) 353(23) 2,126

TOTAL 4,437(40) 4,672(43) 1,909(17) 3,079(41) 1,861(89) 1,817(25) 162(8) 677(9) 76(3) 1,861(25) 10,543

Table 3: Number (and % in partition) of annotations per entity in FRACAS (GoP = Group of People, SP
= Source Pronoun)

Ma. Fe. Mix. Unk.

train 2,706(79) 257( 7) 132(4) 336(10)

dev 613(58) 246(23) 92(9) 101(10)

test 705(60) 254(21) 110(9) 117(10)

TOTAL 4,024(71) 757(13) 334(6) 554(10)

Table 4: Gender distribution of speaker entities
(and % in partition) for Agents and Group of Peo-
ple only.

were paid according to the French minimum wage
(a gross salary of €18.75 per hour) for a 20-hour-
long contract, and each had to annotate 300 doc-
uments. The documents were split by batches of
150 and each batch was annotated by 2 different
annotators. The annotators received detailed an-
notation guidelines and half a day of online training
with the annotation campaign supervisor to make
sure that the guidelines and the use of the soft-
ware were understood. The annotators had about
a month to complete the annotation task, between
June and July 2021. At halfway point, the ongoing
annotation was checked by the supervisor and in-
dividual feedback was sent to annotators to clarify
misunderstood instructions.

The additional 168 documents that were later
added to raise the number of quotes by women
were annotated by three expert annotators: two
researchers from the project and one of the anno-
tators previously trained for the campaign. For this
subsequent annotation campaign, the documents
were divided amongst the three annotators, with
an intersection of 30% of the documents that were
annotated by all three annotators to calculate inter-
annotator agreement.

4.3. Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA)
After both annotation campaigns, the annotated
documents were cleaned and preprocessed be-
fore computing IAA to correct some easy-to-fix
annotation errors. For instance, we automati-
cally edited annotated spans that included wrong
boundaries such as extra punctuation or white

spaces, or were missing elements, such as direct
quotes entities that did not include their quotation
marks. We also noticed that some guidelines had
not been understood by all annotators: the instruc-
tions were to annotate any elements that were syn-
tactically linked to a speaker (i.e. in a speaker
phrase like “Madonna, queen of pop”, the whole
phrase should be annotated as a Speaker and not
only “Madonna”). However, some annotators did
not annotate all the elements. We chose to repro-
cess these instances by keeping the longest ver-
sion of an annotated phrase if two Speaker entities
were overlapping between two annotators.

To measure inter-annotator agreement for en-
tity annotation, we use the γ score proposed by
Mathet et al. (2015). Since our annotation task
was one of sequence delimitation and classifica-
tion, the γ score allows us to compute an agree-
ment that accounts for both unitizing (agreement
on unit span location within a text) and categoriza-
tion (agreement on unit labeling). The γ score,
like Cohen’s κ, is computed from observed and
expected disagreements, instead of agreements.
We consider it the best IAA score for our task as
it takes into account overlap when calculating unit
alignment, chance correction and category weight
(disagreements on rare categories are more seri-
ous than on frequent ones). The results for all enti-
ties is showcased on Table 5. We obtain an overall
inter-annotator agreement score of 0.77, which is
satisfying considering the difficulty of the task at
hand. We observe the best IAA scores for Direct
Quotation and Source pronoun entities, as well as
for Cues and Agent speakers. Indirect Quotation
annotations obtain the lowest score. We link this
to the difficulty to determine what is a paraphrase
or not, and what is to be included in the span of
the quotation. These score allow us to note that
the quotation detection task, when extended to its
larger comprehension (meaning including indirect
and mixed quotations), is not an easy one even by
human standards.

To determine which annotations should be in-
cluded in the final corpus, we computed an IAA
with relation to a gold standard for each batch
of 150 document annotated by a pair of annota-



Figure 1: Screenshot of an annotated text in the BRAT interface

Entity label γ agreement

All entities 0.7699
Direct Quotation (Q) 0.8857
Indirect Quotation (Q) 0.6415
Mixed Quotation (Q) 0.7468
Cue 0.8291
Agent (S) 0.8337
Organization (S) 0.7858
Group of people (S) 0.7828
Source pronoun (S) 0.8980

Table 5: γ agreement between annotators of first
annotation campaign (S = Speaker entity types, Q
= Quotation entity types)

tors. The gold standard was composed of 10 docu-
ments of each batch annotated by an expert anno-
tator. An IAA score was computed with the same
γ measure for each annotator for each batch over
the 10 documents. The documents annotated by
the annotator who had the highest IAA with the
gold standard were then kept in the final corpus.

5. Experimental Setup

We present in this section experiments using our
corpus. We start by detailing the necessary split-
ting and pre-processing of our data. We then de-
scribe our evaluation criteria for relation extraction
before continuing with the description of our tested
systems, a rule-based system and a generation
model.

5.1. Data Pre-processing
Splitting the data. We divide our corpus into

train (66%), development (13%) and test (13%)
sets as shown in Tables 2, 3 and 4. Aware of the
relatively small size of our dataset, the complexity
of the task and the sample imbalance in speaker
and quote labels, we divide documents among the
data splits based on a set of different criteria (see
listing below). More specifically, we tag each doc-
ument with the criteria they meet from the list (fol-
lowing the exact same order of priority) and divide
groups of documents meeting the same criteria us-

ing the desired train/dev/test ratios (in the case of a
shortage, we satisfy numbers for dev and test; in
the case of a surplus, additional samples are as-
signed to train). This allows us to fairly distribute
samples with underrepresented labels among the
splits, but also to create particularly difficult dev
and test sets for evaluation.

1. The document includes at least one quote by
a female Agent

2. The document includes at least one quote by
a mixed-gendered group of speaker

3. The document includes at least one quote by
a speaker who is a Group of People or an Or-
ganization (i.e: not an Agent)

4. The document includes at least one Mixed
Quotation

5. The document includes at least one Indirect
Quotation

6. The length of the document is in the 95th per-
centile

Paragraph building. Newswire texts have the
characteristic of widely varying in length: while
some documents might contain a single short para-
graph summarizing an event, others might be com-
posed of several (short or long) sub-paragraphs of
detailed reporting. Training a neural model with
long documents is often a difficult task. How-
ever, news data offer an advantage over other
textual resources: because it is meant to be ac-
cessed and digested quickly, information across
paragraphs tends to be well isolated, and informa-
tion within paragraphs tends to be well compacted.
We take advantage of these features and build
sub-documents out of the “paragraphs” from each
document by merging spans of texts delimited by
the newline character until an annotated relation
is found. For relations that are spread over multi-
ple newline-delimited spans of text, (as is often the
case of Refers relations), we keep the relation if all
its components can be found across the current or
previous two spans. We remove it otherwise. We
find that with this technique, we are able to create



documents that do not cross the 512 token mark
and remove only 1% of all annotated relations.

5.2. RE Evaluation
We evaluate our models on RE (Relation Extrac-
tion) using Precision, Recall and Micro-F1 scores
as showcased in Table 6. We report results for
both “strict” and “boundaries” evaluation modes.
In a “strict” evaluation, a relation is considered
correct if entity boundaries, entity labels and rela-
tion label match the gold standard, whereas in a
“boundaries” evaluation, only correct entity bound-
aries and relation label are required.

5.3. Modeling Approaches

5.3.1. Baseline: Radar de Parité (Soumah
et al., 2023)

The latest (and only) freely available system
for quotation extraction and source attribution for
French is Radar de Parité (Soumah et al., 2023),
a syntactic rule-based quote extractor developed
for the Gender Gap Tracker project, which aims at
measuring gender inequalities in reported speech
in Canadian news written in French. The Radar de
Parité was designed to extract direct and indirect
quotes from texts as well as their speaker, making
it therefore a suitable baseline for our task. We
refer the reader to Soumah et al. (2023) for an in-
depth description.

Differences with FRACAS A notable difference
between the Radar de Parité and our data is that
the considered entities for a quotation triplet dif-
fer slightly: the Radar de Parité extracts quotes,
speakers and cue but does not distinguish be-
tween quote and speaker subtypes as we do. To
evaluate their system on our data, we chose to
compare entity types according to overall category
tags and not on subtypes tags: our Direct, Indirect
and Mixed quotations were considered as “quotes”
and our Agents, Organizations, Groups of People,
Source Pronouns were considered as “speakers”.
We also chose not to evaluate co-reference rela-
tions, as no reference for pronouns were given in
the output by the system.

Evaluation We evaluate Radar de Parité on our
dev set with a focus on relation extraction. The
main shortcoming of this rule-based system is that
it does not detect exact entity boundaries. As a
result, a strict evaluation of relation extraction that
takes into account exact span match for linked en-
tities yields extremely poor results. This is why we
also evaluated this system while allowing a mar-
gin on entity boundaries: for each predicted rela-
tion composed of two entities and a relation label,

entities are considered as correct if the predicted
entity spans overlap with at least either 30% (loose
agreement) or 80% (strong agreement) of the gold
entity spans. This allowed margin is the one used
by Soumah et al. (2023) in their own evaluation.

Using the strict mode of evaluation described in
Section 5.2, we obtain a micro F1 score of 52.59
for a minimum of 80% overlap between predicted
and gold standard spans, and a micro F1 score
of 62.66 for a minimum of 30% overlap. The
system performs better on Indicates relations be-
tween cues and quotes (with a 57.01 F-score for a
80% overlap and a 67.68 F-score for a 30% over-
lap) than on Quoted in relations which attribute a
speaker to a quote (with a 48.48 F1 for 80% over-
lap and a 58.74 F1 for 30% overlap).

While aware that the differences in labelling and
task focus do not make the Radar de Parité system
directly applicable to our data, we hold it as a base-
line to evaluate how a more advanced NLP model
could improve performance, particularly with rela-
tion to extracting exact entity boundaries. Our task
deals with both long (namely: quotes) and short
(cues) entities, which constitutes one of its chal-
lenges.

5.3.2. Quotation Extraction as a Generation
Task: REBEL (Cabot and Navigli, 2021)

We model quotation extraction and source attri-
bution as a generation task using REBEL (Cabot
and Navigli, 2021), a framework in which relation
extraction is re-framed as a sequence to sequence
task and then solved with an autoregressive gen-
eration model based on BART-large (Lewis et al.,
2020). The input and output for REBEL are the
text containing the relations in its raw form and
the linearized relation triplets to be decoded by
the model, respectively. In our experiments, we
make use of mREBEL32 a multilingual version
of REBEL fine-tuned on 32 relation types and
18 languages, including French. We refer the
reader to Cabot et al. (2023) for further details on
mREBEL32’s architecture and training data.

Triplet linearization. Dealing with quotes
when building the input and output for mREBEL32

poses two main challenges. First, quotes tend
to be long texts that are sometimes split across
sentences. Hence, a clever way of linearizing
the data must be devised: for one, as to avoid
generating an output that will be too long for
pre-trained models to process (most pre-trained
models for the French language are constrained
to process inputs with a maximum of 1,024 tokens
length), and for another, as to be able to express
the relations within the text in a way that is not
too hard for the model to decode. Second, such



Figure 2: Example input and output built for a single document (newswire text) in our dataset. the boxes
on the left and right show the raw text and the linearized triplets from the text, respectively.

System QI I R Prec Rec F1
mREBELbo 66.21 70.83 43.24 70.59 65.15 67.76
mREBELst 62.07 69.09 43.24 67.60 62.40 64.89

Table 6: Relation extraction results on the dev set of FRACAS. Relation scores per relation type (QI:
quoted in, I: indicates, R: refers) are given.

linearization must take into account the fact that
referent information (contained and modeled by
Refers relations), as explained in Section 4, might
not always be available. To tackle these chal-
lenges, we linearize our triplets similarly to Cabot
and Navigli (2021) but with some key adjustments.
First, we do not group triplets by head but by
tail entity, which in our data always corresponds
to a quote or a speaker (and more precisely, a
source pronoun, see Section 4). Second, we
build separate triplets for triples holding a Refers
relation, which allows us not only to compact the
information within quote triplets but also to easily
dispose of referent information for training when
they are scarce. Finally, we also add new special
tokens for each of our entity tags. An example of
the final training data for mREBEL32 is shown in
Figure 2.

Implementation details Models are imple-
mented using PyTorch Lightning (Falcon and The
PyTorch Lightning team, 2019) and Optuna (Ak-
iba et al., 2019) for hyper-parameter optimization.
Training is done over a single NVIDIA A100 80GB
GPU. We run a hyper-parameter search for each
of our models and we select the best model based
on the dev micro-F1 score. Search values and fi-
nal hyper-parameters can be found in Appendix A.

6. Results

We present RE results on FRACAS with
mREBEL32 in Table 6. When comparing overall
F1 scores between the two evaluation modes, we
first notice that the biggest performance discrep-
ancy seems to originate from the inability of the
model to correctly identify the entity tags for (QI)
relations (62.07 F1 with mREBELst versus 66.21
F1 withmREBELbo). This is not surprising, as dis-
criminating between indirect and mixed quotations
is quite a difficult task, even for human annotators.

In a similar vein, we obtain as expected close per-
formances between the two evaluation modes for
(I) relations, given that our dataset models cues
with a single entity type (<cue>). This is supported
by the fact that (I) relations score is significantly
higher than (QI) relations on strict mode (62.07
F1 versus 69.09 F1), although they both have a
“Quote” component as the object of the relation,
and that this “Quote” component is almost always
linked to both a (I) relation and (QI) relation.

In the case of (R) relations, however, both
modes surprisingly achieve the same score, which
suggests that assigning the correct entity tag to
speakers in a (R) relation might be a trivial task for
the model, or that extracting co-reference entities
is still a difficult task, even with accurate labelling.
We presume that the difficulty of (R) RE for FRA-
CAS is strongly related to the repetitive mentioning
of speakers in news articles. Even when the right
referent is close to the speaker (as explained in
5.1, we made sure referents were found at most
two paragraphs away in the text), the appearance
of other speaker mentions around the relation may
be particularly confusing for the model, especially
speakers of the same gender. An in-depth error
analysis of mREBELbo on FRACAS will be con-
ducted to confirm this theory.

7. Conclusion

In this article, we present FRACAS: a new
manually-annotated and freely-available resource
for quotation extraction and source attribution for
French. We use original texts from the Reuters-
21578, Distribution 1.0 corpus distributed by NIST
that we augment with fine-grained annotations of
different types of quotes attributed to their sources
and their cues. We adopt an extensive defini-
tion of quotation and include Direct, Indirect and
Mixed quotes. We obtain a total of 10,965 an-
notated attribution relations spanning over 1,676
texts. Our annotation process involves 8 anno-



tators and yields satisfying inter-annotator agree-
ment results, which also underlines the complexity
of this phenomenon. We use this new language
resource to train a state-of-the-art relation extrac-
tion model and obtain 67.76 F1 score on the task.
These results demonstrate both the usability of
generation models for complex relation extraction
tasks, especially ones that aim to extract long enti-
ties such as quotes, and their usefulness in helping
identify the linguistic challenges of this task. Fu-
ture work on this dataset will focus on extending
this resource and using it to better understand the
semantic relations between quotes in a text. We
then plan to use systems trained on this data to
measure gender imbalance in quotations in French
media in the context of the GenderedNew project
(Richard et al., 2022).

8. Corpus data and code

Please visit our Zenodo repository to find the in-
structions to request the data: https://zenodo.
org/record/8353229. The code for our exper-
iments can be found at https://github.com/
getalp/fracas-rel-extraction.

9. Limitations and Future Work

As noted in section 3, FRACAS is a relatively small
dataset, since it was manually annotated. The
data is also unbalanced in terms of class distribu-
tion, and highly unbalanced in terms of gender dis-
tribution of quotes, which can result into our sys-
tems being biased towards disproportionally pre-
dicting certain types of quotes, or performing bet-
ter on predicting quotes by men. We do not inves-
tigate this possible bias in this paper, but further
work will take into account these limitations. Fur-
ther experiments on this task could benefit from
augmenting this dataset using other freely avail-
able data and automatic annotation tools such as
the one provided by Cabot et al. (2023). Other
work could also evaluate systems tailored for low-
resource training on this dataset. Finally, with re-
gard to our proposed experiments, we only de-
scribe raw evaluation results due to time con-
straints, but an in-depth error analysis of named
entities is in progress. We however discuss some
of the shortcomings of our systems and possi-
ble leads for improving RE performance on this
dataset.
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A. Appendix

A.1. Hyper-parameter Tuning
For all of our models, we tune the learning rate us-
ing the Multi-objective Tree-Structured Parzen Es-
timator implementation from Optuna (Akiba et al.,
2019) and run a grid search over warm up steps,
batch size, and weight decay. Searched values
and best hyper-parameters for each model are
shown in the table below.

Grid search values (lr=5e-05) mREBELbo mREBELst

Warmup steps 0, 100, 200 200 200
Training batch size 4, 8, 16, 32 32 32
Weight decay 0.0, 0.01, 0.1 0.01 0.01

Table 7: Values tested during hyper-parameter tun-
ing for all models. Best values for the final models
are shown in the last two columns.
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